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ABSTRACT 

Results of bulk magnetic measure.ments are reported for splat-

cooled amorphous alloys (La
100

_xGdx) 80Au
20 

over the concentrated 

region between the dilute (x :s: 1 at.%) and the ferromagnetic range 

(x > 70 at.%). For x :s: 40 at.% alloys, low field susceptibility 

maxima occur at te.mperatures proportional to x, and the reduced 

re.manent magnetization M (T) /x depends only on the reduced te.m
rs 

perature T /x. Our results are analyzed in the spirit of a phenomena-

logical model of unco.mpensated .magnetic clouds. The interplay of the 

RKKY interaction and of the anisotropic dipolar forces is sufficient to 

account for the order of magnitude of the remanent .magnetization for 

x :s: 40 alloys. 
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In a preliminary report, we presented the magnetic phase diagram 

of spb.t-cooled. alloys (La lOO-xGdx) 80Au20 obtained by complete sub

stitution of Gd for La in the amorphous superconductor La
80

Au20 . l, 
2 

The approach to ferro.magnetism with increasing Gd content was found 

to be a rather inhomogeneous and slow process. From zero-field 

susceptibility measure.ments and from Arrott-plots at low fields, the 

x ~ 80 at. o/o alloys were called "good 11 ferromagnets. On the other 

hand, the "dilute•• alloys (0. 3 ~ x ~ 1) were found to behave like 

canonical spin-glass systems, namely the magnetization and initial 

susceptibility data follow the universal curves of the scaling prediction. 
3 

A detailed analysis of the results for 0. 3 ~ x ~ 1 has been given 

separately. 4 The purpose of the present study is to investigate the 

intermediate region ( 1 < x ~ 40), where the classical scaling laws for 

M(H, T) are no longer obeyed and to discuss the data in terms of a 

phenomenological model. 

The complex magnetic regimes occurring between the single-

impurity Kondo state and the long-range magnetic order in crystalline 

alloys of noble metals with 3d impurities 5 have been the subject of 

experimental and theoretical interest for at least fifteen years. Recent 

studies on amorphous concentrated alloys with Fe, Co, Mn impurities 6 

showed that the inter.mediate magnetic regi.mes are characterized in the 

amorphous as well as in the crystalline state by the same basic 

phenomena: sharp susceptibili~y maxima at low field, isother.mal and 

ther.mal re.manent magnetizations. Relatively fewer systematic studies 

have been made on both crystalline 
7 

and amorphous alloys 8 containing 

rare -earth 4f-impurities. Some noticeable differences between 3d and 

4f-alloys are expected. For example, the 4f wave functions are highly 
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localized, the RKKY interaction is much weaker, and the crystal field 

effects might play an important role. On the other hand, in a.morphous 

alloys, both the absence of long-range ato.mic order and the randomness 

of local anisotropy are thought to delay the onset of long-range magnetic 

order. In the case of concentrated La-Gd-Au alloys, our study will be 

somewhat simplified by the absence of crystal field effects on Gd ions. 

Some understanding of the magnetic interactions within the wide inter-

mediate magnetic regime may be hopefully gained from a detail inves-

tigation of the remanent magnetization. We show that our results for 

a.morphous concentrated alloys, up to x = 40 at.%, may be analyzed in 

the light of a pheno.menological .model recently proposed9 for the remanence 

within the dilute region (typically, 0. 1 to 1 at.%) of crystalline Au-Fe, 

Cu-Mn alloys . 

. Amorphous alloys of nominal Gd concentration x = 1. 25, 5, 8, 12, 

16, 20, 34, 40, 50, 56, 60, 70 and 80 at .. % were obtained by splat-

cooling technique. 2 X-ray scanning of the foils indicated patterns (CuKa) with 

broad .maxima centered at ,..._, 31. 5° with full widths at half maxima of 

,..._, 4. 5°, typical of a glassy metal. From analogy with equivalent 

amorphous systems 
10

, the coordination numbers for Gd are likely to be 

the same as for La in La80.t}u
20 

(i.e 8 rare earth + 3 Au nearest 

neighbors). 11 ••Zero-field··· susceptibility measurements were performed 

using a standard ac inductance bridge technique. Magnetization was 

measured between 1. 7 and 290°K in fields up to 70 kOe using the 

Faraday method. First, we summarize the co.mmon experimental 

features observed over the whole intermediate concentration range 

( 1 < x ~ 70). Then, for x ~ 40 alloys, where the saturated remanent 

magnetization M /x depends only on T /x, we present an analysis of rs 
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our data for M in the spirit of the Tholence-Tournier model. 9 
rs 

Experimentally, alloys in the intermediate r~gime ( 1 < x ~ 70) are 

characterized by susceptibility maxima T M in l?w field measurements 

(see Fig. in ref. 1} and thermomagnetic effects (isothermal and thermal 

re.manent magnetizations). (Fig. 1) The variation of T M as a function 

of x is linear up to x = 20% (T M = 0. 4 x °K); the departure from 

linearity is rather s.mall at x = 40% (TM = 21 °K); for x > 40%, T M 

increases at a faster rate. This is a first indication that the magnetic 

anisotropy phenomena become more complex in the most concentrated 

alloys, as it will be confir.med by the remanent .magnetization measure-

ments. Relevant para.meters for so.me Gd concentrations are listed in 

Table 1. Let us note that the values of paramagnetic Curie te.mperature 

B obtained from the Curie-Weiss law at high temperature (up to 290°K), 
p 

which were found to be negative in the dilute region 4(x ~ 1 o/o), are positive 

in the concentrated alloys, which characterizes the increasing effects of 

the ferromagnetic molecular field. The departure between TM and B . p 

decreases continuously when the ferromagnetic long-range order is 

approached: (Bp - T M} /T M decreases from 5. 8 for x = 5 at.%, down 

to (Bp - Tc)/Tc = 0.1 for Gd80Au20 . Finally, let us also note that the 

effective moment per Gd atom as a function of Gd .content remains close 

to the. ionic value of 7. 94J,J.B. 

Because of the low values of T M' we were not able to investigate 

the thermomagnetic effects for the less concentrated alloys. For the 

x > 20 alloys, a systematic study of the remanent magnetization was 

carried out. In figure 2, two hysteresis loops for the sample x = 40 

obtained by field cooling at 1 kOe and 3 kOe from T > T M to 4. 2°K are 

shown. For the 1 kOe field-cooled sample, a displaced loop character-
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(Lo6oGd4o)eoAu2o 
4.2°K 

0~----~----~----~----~~--~~----~ 

500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 
H (Oe) 

, 

Fig. l. Isothermal and thermal remanent magnetizations as a function 

of cooling field at .4. 2°K for x = 40 alloys. 
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Table 1. Magnetic properties of some concentrated amorphous 

c 
cw 

M (0) 
co M r· e t 

x(at. o/o) 
. -3 
( 10· cgs) (iJ.~ /Gd at.) 

1. 25 . -1.5 . 0. 61 8.04 8.60 

5 1.9 13 2. 18 . 8.14 8. 12 

20 8.5 36 8.88 7.72 8.25 

40 21 72 . 17.62 6.57 8.30 

80 78 170. 30.60 7.28 7.88 

100 150 165 48.03 7.00 8.90 

(a) The values given for x = 80 and 100 are the values of T as determined 
c 

consistently from Arrott plots and ac bridge measurements. The 

0 . -
saturation moment at. Q K, Mco(O) was determined by a 1/H extrapolation. 

The paramagnetic Curie temperature e , the Curie-·weiss constants 
. p . 

C and the effective moments M ££were obtained from the Curie-
cw . e . 

o· 
·weiss law at high te.mperature (up to 290 K). 



(LasoGd40)eoAu2o 

T = 4.2°K 
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Fig. 2. Magnetization .measured at 4. 2°K vs applied field for x = 40 

alloys after cooling in fields of 1 and 3 kOe. 
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istic of the role played by the internal anisotropic field is obtaine~l. 

When the cooling field is sufficient to saturate the remanent .magnetiza-

tion, as in the 3 kOe case, the loop becomes nor.mal. We studied the 

temperature dependence of the saturated re.manent magnetization. M rs 

does not vanish at TM, but M (TM) /M (0) ""' 0. 5 for every sample. · rs rs 

This fact was already noted for crystalline V -Fe alloys. 
12 

On the 

other hand, M decreases exponentially with increasing te.mperature. 
rs 

For x ~ 40, the variation of M /x depends only on T /x and the value 
rs . 

of M (0)/M (O) re.mains roughly constant and equal to ..... 0. 05, suggesting rs oo . 

that our data for a.morphous concentrated alloys in this range may be 

analyzed in the light of the Tholence-T ournie r-.model9 for the re.manence 

in dilute Au-Fe-type alloys. (These regularities are not found in .more 

concentrated alloys). 

This pheno.menological .model was inspired by the analogy between 

the spin-glass/mictomagnetic phenomena and the magnetic properties 

(susceptibility .maxima, IRM and TRM, relaxation effects) of fine grains 

in ''rock magnetism" as described by Nee1. 13 This similarity was 

pointed out a long time ago. 14 W.e sum.marize the .main assumptions and 

conclusions of this pheno.menological description, based on a Ising 

model. 9 The alloy matrix is assumed to be divided into independent 

regions to minimize its energy. Each region has an anisotropy energy 

depending on the number of spins n it contains. The uncompensated 
1 

.mo.ments j.Ln 2 (j.L is the moment per spin) of the clouds are assumed to 

be distributed according to a Gaussian law characterized by its variance 

2 
j.L n . The value of n can be conveniently related to the experimental 

0 0 

.measurements as n = (l/21T) (M (0)/M (0)) 2 . The applicability of o oo rs 

this m9del relies on the require.ment that M (0)/M (0) (or n ) has to 
oo rs o 
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be rather large and independent of concentration. .The an~s otropy . 

energy E of a cloud is assumed to be proportional to the number n 
a 

of spins in this cloud: E = n~t1 , so that in a scaling laws regime, a a 

the blocking te.mperature T B and the width t1a of the local anisotropy 

field of a n-cloud will he proportional to x. The temperature dependence 

of M may be expressed in this model as rs 

I 

' 

M (T) = M (O)e -exT /x 
rs rs ' 

where Cl is correlated to t1 as: a 

= Akx/rrn ~ex 
0 

A being a coefficient depending on the relaxation time and k, the 

Boltzmann constant. Finally, the anisotropic part of the dipolar 

( 1) 

coupling is estimated to be sufficient to give the order of magnitude of 

t1 • The different assumptions presented in this model (independent a 

clouds, Gaussian distribution of uncompensated mo.ments, order of 

magnitude of the 1 /r 3 anis~tropic field distribution) were found to be 

consistent with the experimental data and other features of Au-Fe and 

Cu -Mn alloys in the dilute region: the relaxation effects on M ---- . rs 

(Mrs (t) a log t), the fact that below the saturation at a given temperature 

TRM is larger than IRM, the exponential decrease of M (T) /x as a rs . · 

function of T /x. The different" model para.meters are determined 

quantitatively, so far as their orders of magnitude are concerned. In 

addition, the model predicts that the irreversible properties might be 

significantly enhanced in syste.ms with weak RKKY interaction, as Gd 
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diluted in nor.mal metals. We would like to check this .model prediction. 

In Fig. 3, is shown the variation of M (T) /x as a function of T /x 
rs 

for alloys with x = 20 and 40 at. o/o Gd. So equation ( l) is well 'Verified, 

and the value of a is found to be 1. 4 at. o/o Gd/°K. M (0) can also be rs 

obtained from Fig. 3 to give the ratio M (0)/M (0) ::::::~5.6. io- 2 • This 
. rs oo . 

value is larger than that obtained in dilute Au-Fe alloys 9 (2. 10.:. 2). In 

comparison, the value equals 0.2 in a concentrated Cu81Mn
19 

alloy. 
15 

Consequently, the value we obtain for n is rather s.mall n ""' 50 
0 0 

(n equals 350 to 500 in dilute AuFe all~ys). 9 The experimental value 
0 . -

of T M can be interpreted as the blocking temperature T B for the .mean 

clouds. The number n of spins of these clouds may be deter.mined by 

two different ways. First, from the Gaussian distribution of the 

moments, one derives n = n
0 

'I'IQT M /x which gives n = 135 spins fro.m 

our experimental values of n
0

, a, and T M. On the other hand, if the 

anisotropic dipolar ~oupling is sufficient to justify the presence of 

potential barriers, n is also given approximately by the ratio of the 

a.mplitudes of the RKKY and dipolar couplings 9 , 

V is the strength of the RKKY interaction V(r) 
0 

2 
n = 0. 85 V 

0
/1-LB' where 

. 3 
= V 

0
(cos 2kFr) /r . 

-37 3 4 Using V = 0. 2 x 10 erg em deter.mined fro.m the approach to 
0· 

saturation of magnetization for x ~ 1, we obtain n = 210 spins. The 

qualitative agree.ment between the two values of n obtained fro.m .model 

predictions is satisfactory up to x = 40. The low values of n as co.m

pared with the dilute Au-Fe, CuMn systems (n""" 104) originate from 

the fact that the RKKY exchange interaction (s-f) is much weaker than 

in the s -d alloys. Large relaxation effects are also observed in our 

alloys, as can be seen by comparing Fig. 1 and Fig. 2: M(H = 0) of 

Fig. 2 is reduced to half of the saturated TRM of Fig. 1. The time of 
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"'0 ! X= 20 
C) 

~ 2 X= 40 0 

~ 
0 

C) 0.5 

' ~ E 
(I) 

b -
0.2 

)( 

' C/) .... 
~ 

0.1 

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

T/x (K /at. 0/o Gd) 

Fig. 3. Reduced saturated remanent magnetization (log scale) vs 

reduced temperature for the x = 20 and 40 alloys. 
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measure.ments of the former quantity is ,..... 2000 sec, while it is ,..... 200 

sec for the latter. Similar relaxation effects are also observed in 

0 IRM at 4. 2 K. When such ti.me scale of the measure.ments is applied 

to the case of Au-Fe alloys 9 , it only accounts for 10% reduction in the 

0 
TRM at 4. 2 K. Thus, for the present syste.m which favors small clouds, 

the relaxation titt?-e is considerably smaller than in 3d canonical alloys. 

Taking into account this short relaxation time, the order of magnitude 

of the width .b.a of the distribution of the local anisotropy fields on each 

impurity can be estimated to be 200 Oe for x = 40 (see equation 2). The 

order of magnitude of b. is the sa.me as for the Au-Fe alloys. . a . 

In summary, the .model predictions concerning the irreversible 

properties of Gd in normal .metals is found to be partially fulfilled in 

our a.morphous alloys of La-Au with high Gd content. The value we 

obtained for M (O) /M (0) is larger than for dilute Cu-Mn alloys, but rs oo . -

it is s.maller than for concentrated Cu81Mn 
19 

alloys. The most 

remarkable feature in our study is that the concentration range for the 

spin-glass/.mictomagnetic phenomena in amorphous La-Gd-Au is 

enhanced appreciably as compared with crystalline 3d-alloys. The 

region where the scaling laws for M(H, T) are valid is about the same 

. as for Au-Fe alloys (x · s: 1 at.%). But T M is proportional to x and 

M (T)/x is a unique function of T /x up to x = 40. It has been already 
rs 

observed i~ crystalline Mo-Fe alloys 16 that the scaling laws for the 

specific heat are still holding over a concentration range where the 

scaling laws for M(H, T) are not valid anymore. The observed 

departure may be explained in our case as follows. The scaling law for 

M(H, T) relies strictly on the indirect interaction between two well 

separated spins; while, according to our analysis, M (T) is correlated 
rs 
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to a cloud of n spins, n being relatively large ( 130 to 200) and inde

pendent of concentration. 
17 

The dependence of M (T)/x on T/x leads 
rs 

to the following conclusions. First, the existence of a scaling law for 

M (T) rules out the hypothesis that the remanence would be due to rs · 

so.me chemical cluster effects in these concentrated amorphous alloys. 

Second, the agreement between the two n values implies the existence 

of a l/r 3 interaction creating the potential barriers whi~h retain a 

large number of .moments in the direction of the field previously' 

applied. Of course, for alloys with such high concentrations of Gd, it 

is impossible to deny the existence of other possible anisotropic forces. 

However, for our alloys, the l/r3 anisot;ropic dipolar interactions 

seems to be sufficient to account for the re.manence up to x = 40 at.% Gd. 

Above x = 40, the interactions between clouds are more complex in 

nature. Finally, let us note that the concentration we .estimated to be the 

critical concentration for long-range ferromagnetic order (x = 80) is 

far above the critical concentration. predicted by the percolation 

theories. 18 Counting only the R.E. nearest neighbors as the relevant 

coordination number 
11 

(i.e. z = 8), the percolation limit lies between 

' ' 18 
20 to 24 at.% Gd, according to different models. However, the 

present case of RKKY interactions .must be distinguished from transi

tion .metal alloys where the d-d overlaps are important for the occurrence 

of ferro.magnetis.m. It .must be added that in amorphous alloys, the 

fluctuations in bond lengths are significant and even the couplings 

a.mong nearest-neighboring Gd ato.ms might be ·statistical in nature. 

Thus the delay in the onset of ferromagnetis.m in amorphous La-Gd-Au 

alloys might be favored by both the strong localization of 4f electrons 

leading to oscillatory RKKY interaction and the amorphous structure 
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of these alloys. 
7 

But, from comparison with crystalline cases , the 

former effect is believed to be predominant. 
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